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Policy objectives:



Contribute to the setting up of a European Research Area,



Undertake activities in areas of interest for the implementation of
EU policies,



Support the Competitiveness of the European Industry.

PRINCIPLES of EU R&D implementation:
•

Collaborative R&D: Min 3 entities from 3 countries

•

Proposals in response to calls, on the basis of yearly workprogrammes

•

Competitive selection based on Peer Review

•

Grants (subventions): shared costs, IPR to proposers.

SECURITY RESEARCH
Develop / improve technologies and produce knowledge to reduce capability gaps
Overcome fragmentation of markets
Stimulate collaboration between technology providers and users
Security Scrutiny (framework in place to manage / handles sensitive information)

Context
• 2015 unprecedented mass influx of migrants
and refugees with more than 1,8 million illegal
border crossings (with the same persons crossing

several times – e.g. first into Greece and then into Croatia).

• Schengen at risk – need to effectively protect
our external borders (shared responsibility).
• Comprehensive approach – Border Package in
combination with Agenda on Migration, Agenda
on Security, Emergency Trust Fund, cooperation
with Turkey, migration compacts etc.
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Detection of illegal border crossings January –December 2015
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Detection of illegal border crossings January –August 2016
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Eurosur Fusion Services
• Frontex delivers Eurosur Fusion Services to
Member States.
• 13 services offered encompassing vessel
monitoring and detection, meteo forecast,
satellite imagery provision, imagery analysis,
maritime simulation and more.
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December 2015 Border Package
• Proposal for a regulation establishing a
European Border and Coast Guard and
corresponding amendments to the EMSA and
EFCA Regulations
• Proposal modifying Schengen Borders Code
(foreign fighers)
• Adoption of EUROSUR Handbook
• 8th bi-annual report on the functioning of the
Schengen area
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Topic SEC-2013.3.2-1 Pre-Operational Validation (POV) on land borders

WHY?
Land border requires continuous day/night detection and assessment capabilities to
provide early warning on unauthorised intrusion across the border by smugglers, irregular
immigrants, or people involved in any other illegal activity.

Irregular border crossings are being increasingly performed outside Border Crossing
Points, taking advantage of the terrain and of poor visibility to avoid detection. In remote
areas of land borders, where it is relatively easy to irregularly trespass the frontier
undetected, the cost of providing and maintaining effective physical barriers is excessive.
Current capability demand requires progress beyond the current state of the art, allowing
integration with current surveillance systems and infrastructure. Tools and systems
need to be aligned with current threats, overcoming existing limitations and providing costeffective solutions in line with the needs and requirements of the border surveillance
authorities.
The evaluation of cost efficient platform/sensor combinations and of systems matching
data exploitation is a priority for Border Guard communities. The challenge is to investigate
and evaluate such technological solutions in live tests carried out under operational
conditions jointly defined by the border surveillance authorities.
Obviously any aspect of border security that could threaten human rights or break
international law should be taken into account and strictly avoided.

Topic SEC-2013.3.2-1 Pre-Operational Validation (POV) on land borders

Twofold aim:
- enable public authorities in charge of border surveillance to innovate, making
them more efficient and effective,
- increase the research capacity and innovation performance of companies and
research institutions.
Public authorities : explore possible solutions for targeted improvements in border
surveillance, and testing these solutions against a set of jointly defined concepts of
operations and performance criteria.
Industry: provide solutions to be tested and validated according to the concept
developed by the consortium participants.

Two components combined in synergy:
a. Networking and coordination activities for public bodies in Europe to cooperate in
planning the validation campaigns;
b. Joint research activities: related to validating the strategy jointly defined by the
public bodies participating in the action.

POV - Implementation modality
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Solution 1

Objectives

Testing of:
• technological
alternatives;
• technical feasibility
in deployments;
• comparative
performance in
daily operations in
real scenarios;

Solution 2

• cost-benefit ratio;

• maturity level;
Borders
authorities

100% EU

Borders
authorities

100% EU

European Commission
Enterprise and Industry

Solution X

75 % EU

Borders
authorities

100% EU

• novelty of
solutions.

Co - Funding
rate
Call FP7-SEC-2012-1

SEC-2013.3.2-1

Scope

PRE-Operational Validation (POV) on Land Borders
Tools to be tested may include a variety of types whilst deploying
sensors for surveillance purposes in order to assess:
•- technological alternatives for achieving user-defined operational
objectives;
•- comparative performance of proposed options deployed in daily
operations;
•- cost-benefit of the options tested;
•- identification of the maturity level of solutions in order to promote
short/mid-term utilisation.

SEC-2013.3.2-1

Expected impact

 Expected to contribute to the implementation of a European
approach to Border Surveillance (EUROSUR).
 Participating public authorities (in charge of border surveillance) to
obtain evidence of the performance and cost-efficiency of
alternative surveillance systems (which could later be possibly
deployed, yet no commitment).

 Promote opportunities for market uptake for the supply side by
matching the public demand side.
 In the longer term, possibly contribute to standardisation by the
joint definition of public sector requirements specifications.
 In the EU this would be a "first time" in civilian security operations.
European Commission
Enterprise and Industry

Call FP7-SEC-2012-1

SEC-2013.3.2-1
Who could participate?

At least 3 independent public authorities in charge of
border surveillance, each established in a different
Member or FP7 Associated State.
Other stakeholders, if their participation is well justified and
adds value to the action (such as KEMEA for the Greek
MOI).

European Commission
Enterprise and Industry

Call FP7-SEC-2012-1

EWISA (in a nutshell)

The experience in CLOSEYE encouraged national authorities to take
initiative also in Land Borders.

http://www.closeye.eu/

POV: Paradigm for the sharing of risks and benefits between the
demand and the supply side.

http://www.ewisa-project.eu/

Final Comment

Security Authorities realise that demand based R&D approach can
bring them benefits.
However:
Big effort (both by EC and participants) needed to mobilise demand side
constituency. Much more for a POV project than for a collaborative R&D
project.
Support is needed at national level.

Economic crisis made it difficult to leverage additional resources.

Thank you!

• paolo.salieri@ec.europa.eu

